When entering Bridgemead you go into a
family atmosphere with laughter and kindness,
together with excellent professional care.
Bridgemead was recommended to me by the
Carer’s Centre and Day Care was a lifeline for
me with the added bonus of David being so
happy there.
Anne Wright
My family and I will be eternally grateful for
the love and care shown to our beloved mother
by everyone at Bridgemead. Please join us in
supporting the work of Bridgemead.
Marian McNeir MBE, Former Mayor of Bath
’Caring’ is an overused word but nevertheless
perfectly describes Bridgemead.
The Rev. Geoff Holden
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Please help us
prepare for the future
by leaving a legacy
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Bridgemead is a ‘home from
home’ where vulnerable older
people in the Bath area are
cherished and enabled to live
fruitful lives in a loving Christian
community, in our home by the
river in the centre of Bath.

Gifts in Wills are so important
to Bridgemead
Making a Will is extremely important
for everyone, no matter what age.
When you decide to make your Will,
we ask that you consider leaving a
gift to Bridgemead.
By leaving a legacy to our charity,
you will make a lasting impact on our
Residents and their future comfort.

Older people today frequently
have very complex health
problems
Bridgemead is a not for profit home
and needs funds to adapt to the more
complicated care needs of today’s
ageing population.
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We would like to Thank You
Should you decide to leave a gift to
Bridgemead, we would be so grateful
if you could let us know. We appreciate
that some people prefer to keep this
private. However, we would really like
to thank you if you are thinking of
Bridgemead and show you what you
will be helping us to achieve.
Furthermore, we would love to invite
you to some special events throughout
the year; you will meet others who
believe in ensuring the comfort and
security of older people in our society.
It will also give us an opportunity to
thank you personally, for generously
remembering Bridgemead in your Will.

Some key points on making
or updating a Will
A gift in your Will to charity is free of
inheritance tax and can reduce any
inheritance tax paid by your family.
The current inheritance tax threshold is
set at £325,000. If your estate is worth
more than this, your loved ones will
pay 40% tax on the difference.
Legal spouses and charities are the
only people who can benefit from a
Will without having to pay inheritance
tax. Gifts in Wills to charities can make
a Will tax-efficient.

What to do now
Please fill in and return the response
form to us or e-mail us with your
details.
For more information on leaving a
Will, or to discuss your legacy, please
contact;
fundraising@bridgecare.org.uk
Telephone: 01225 484904

I would like to remember Bridgemead in my Will

Name

Address

Telephone

e-mail

I have already remembered Bridgemead in my Will

Name

Address

Telephone

e-mail

I would like to be invited to a special events at Bridgemead

Name

Address

Telephone

e-mail
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